Central Wyoming College BOOKSTORE
Nursing Supplies

Stethoscopes

$19.95

Comes with a full accessory pouch with interchangeable parts to customize
to the user’s needs. Chrome plated zinc alloy chestpiece and brass binaurals.

Premium 5-pocket scrub sets $20.95

Scrub Set includes a V-neck top with a singlebreast pocket
plus two roomy front pockets and matching drawstring
cargo pants that feature a back pocket and one cargo pocket.

Garnet

Kiwi (frosted)

Galaxy Blue

Seabreeze(frosted)

Teal

Magenta (frosted)

Glacier (frosted)

Purple (frosted)

Durable scrubs made of a blend of polyester/cotton and
“sueded” for added softness and comfort. White

Hot Pink
Cantaloupe (frosted)
Black
Chocolate
(VARIOUS COLORS AVAILABLE IN STORE)

Nurse Assist Clipboard $17.59
5 ½” Listermate Bandage Scissors $5.95
Compare to AllHeart: $6.98

Garnet

Navy

Hip Clip $5.35

Compare to AllHeart: $19.98
9x12 two-sided clipboard with an array of
diagnostic referencing information. Also

Compare to AllHeart: $5.98
Stethoscope holder that attaches
to waistband. Stethoscope easily

features a calculator, clock, count Up/Down
timer all-in-one.

slips in and out. Helps reduce neck
strain and will free up your hands.
Available in 4 colors.

Teal

Purple
Hunter
Royal
(VARIOUS COLORS AVAILABLE IN STORE)

Belt Loop Nylon Organizer $4.95

Pupil Gauge/Pen Light $5.95

Compare to AllHeart: $8.98
Four front pockets plus a Velcro closed coin pocket.
Also includes key chain clip, back belt loop, and
Matching color Velcro tabs to secure instruments

Compare to AllHeart: $6.98
Replaceable battery penlights.

Syringe Pens $0.99
Compare to AllHeart: $1.98
Red liquid pens w/ black ink.

Watches in various styles $17.95 - $22.95
Scrublite Scrub Watches, RN Watches, Luv-A-Nurse Watches

Syringe Highlighters $2.25
5 Brilliant colors to choose from

24-Hour dial & second hand, Leather bands or plastic water
resistant bands. Various styles and colors available.

Safety Glasses $5.95
Various colors.

Please visit our store to view all nursing supplies, books and accessories
including CWC Nurses Patches, Blood Pressure Cuffs, Emblem Pins, I.D. tags
and much more!
CWC Bookstore Hours: Monday – Friday 8:00a.m. – 5:00p.m.
(307) 855-2201 email: bookstore@cwc.edu

